
hardrock 

Robust and durable

The Hardrock is an extremely 

durable and robust chair that has 

been specifically designed for  

children who are prone to rock  

repetitively. The Hardrock provides 

moderate levels of postural support 

and is suitable for both school and 

home environments.  

Tailoring to the child’s needs

It can be a challenge to engage 

children with complex learning  

difficulties in educational and  

everyday activities. The Hardrock 

tackles this issue and offers a posi-

tive solution. It provides a safe envi-

ronment and one that is conducive 

to learning.

Posture matters 

The Hardrock uses an anti-thrust 

system and anterior pad to provide 

secure postural management 

within clearly defined boundaries. 

Thoracic supports and stabilisers 

are available for children who 

exhibit sideways motion. 

Hardrock technical data
all dimensions in mm unless otherwise stated

Code Size Seat height Width Seat depth Weight limit (kg) Back height

8202

8203

8204

2

3

4

270-410

290-430

375-525

350

430

470

300-415

370-485

400-550

60

70

90

390

470

575

Colour range
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hardrock 
accessories 

Sizes 2 & 3 of the Hardrock chair come complete with adjustable armrests, 

anti-thrust seat cushion, tray, buckle pelvic strap with pad and transporter 

base (consists of skis with transporter wheels and integrated footboard). 

Size 4 of the Hardrock chair comes complete with adjustable armrests, 

anti-thrust seat cushion, tray, a buckle pelvic strap with pad and  

mobile base with push handle.  

1 Must be factory fitted at time the chair is ordered 
2 Available with Slatted and Plain backrests

Mobile base with push 
handle 

CODE MB010 - MB012  

Enables child to be easily moved 
whilst seated 
Comes as standard for size 4 only

Footplate & heel bar 
CODE FP017 - FP019  

Provides extra foot support 
Straps and sandals can be added

Pommel1  
CODE PL020 - PL021 

Encourages hip abduction

4-point pelvic strap1  
CODE HN074 - HN076  

Firm support to stabilise hip position

Stabilisers1  
CODE SB001 – SB002 

Prevents sideways rocking

Extended side gables1  
CODE EG001 - EG002 

Keeps child’s legs within the chair

Increased height backrest  
(extra 100mm)2 
CODE BK155 - BK157  

Provides extra back support for 
taller children



hardrock 
accessories 

1 Must be factory fitted at time the product is ordered 
2 Requires Slatted backrest 

Tray handrail full width 
CODE GB010 - GB012  

Helps child to stabilise upper limb 
Additionally can be used to attach toys

Padded tray insert  
(fitted top)1  

CODE TR035 - TR037  

Provides comfort and protection

Padded tray insert1  
CODE TR031 - TR033  

Provides extra comfort and protection 
Fitted underneath the tray 

Front tray retaining strap1  
CODE ST053  

Secures the tray and keeps the tray 
in the desired position

Rear tray retaining strap1  
CODE ST054 

Secures the tray and keeps the tray 
in the desired position

Side tray retaining strap1  
CODE ST055  

Secures the tray and keeps the tray 
in the desired position 

Trunk supports with 
straps2 
CODE SP010 - SP011  

Provides additional trunk support

Samba style headrest 
CODE HT014 - HT015  

Provides extra support for the head 
Can be shaped by adjusting the sides 
Available in sizes 1 & 2

Moulded pelvic support2 
CODE SP017 - SP019  

Provides snug contoured support

Colour range
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